
Dr. Gary aguilar 
909 Hyde St., 530 
San Francisco, Ch 941U9 

V24/97 

Dear Cary, 

Thanks for the iiSCA material on .J.Jolco. Glad to have it and to know that when 

they ignored him they laHAI what they were doing. 

I remain concerned about what you do to ur reputation in oepousing a 

version of what many are! acid to have add about the JFK headwound while not red 

futing the evidenco that proves the interpretation of what they said is not so. 
At tho time of Christopher (-;olulabus most of the people in .Europe, include the 

best and the brightest, believed the world was flat. But it wasn't. 

If you care about your reputation I snggest what I think I suggested before, 

that you have to pr ve the Zaprudor film at about 'cremes 335-6 was faked, and that 
means faked in every print of it; and that the faking of all prints was within 
physical oossibility. They show quite clearly that the back of the head was 
not blown out. 

What most people who are quoted were actually sayin,; is that it was blown 

out toward the back. 

Of course if you can prove that the Zaprnder film was faked you'd then have 

to prove that tho autopsy filed was faked. 

There is the simple fact and the simple question flowing from it I hope you 
will think about. The fact is that the existing autopsy film destroys them 

official assassination mythology. So, why, assumilz it was known what had to 
be argued with the film at thu tiue it wan exposed, would anyone fake film to 

have it accomplish the exact opposite of the putposo of the alleged faking'? 
The staff report that includes Dolce is in facsimile in TAI J.Wrtqm. 

What '''olce told 1iSCl about the thigh wound having beenViused by a sliver is 
what ferry told one and he saw, examined it. also in 2net.;lertp.m. I think a measure- 
moat of rand pdrhaps also the ffagment in Connally's chest would establish 399 
could not have boon the source. 

I'm glad ca get any of the raeased records I an not in a position to 
go for. Many thanks and 

best wishes, 	/ 
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GARY L. AGUILAR. M.D. 
909 HYDE STREET SUITE 530 

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94109 

TELEPHONE 775-3392 
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